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WEATHER kADAR OBSERVATIONS 
uF Ai'OSPHERIO BRIGHT LAYER 

PHENOMENA 

CHAPTER ONE 

ÏNTRODUCT ION 

The atrnosheric bright-layer or bright-bandtt, a it 
i.e comnon1y called by reeearciere in weather radar, lE a 

horizontal layer of enhanced radar reflectivity. Thie 
o 

layer is defined a the region im.ediately below the O C 

iotheri where snowflakes are in the roceee of melting 

into raindroe. 
The first semi-quantitative exlariation of the 

bright-band ç'as advanced. by Ryde in l9+6 (15). He showed 

that the Increase in echo inteneity, aE the eno melts, 

coLid be explained by the high dielectric constant of 

,iater as comjared to that of ice. 

Kerker et al 1951 (9) published a refinement to 

this th-ory showing that a solid ice particle with a thin 

outer coating of water reflects almost as much energy as 

a water drop of eQual mass. 

According to Ryde, the reduced. reflectivity below 

the bright-band was caused by 'thinning out" of the 

raindrops the to their increasing fall velocity. This 

decrease in reflectivity would be aproxirnately eual 

to the decrease in reflectivity above the bright band 

caused by descending snowflakes. He showed that the 



reflectivity tiou1d 1ncreae by a factor of rive a the 

snow e1ted into rain. 

Reu1tE of an invetipatîon by AuEtin and BerniE in 

1950 (2) indicated that the reflectivity below the bright- 

band not the Eame a the reflectivity above the 

bright-band. They found that the echo intenEity of the 

rain below tIte bright-band. exceed$ that of the snow above 

by factors varying froci i to 17, with a median of 5. 

They ex1a1ned thie difference by suggesting that the ice 

rysta1s coalesce into snowflakes in the bright-band and 

produce larger raindrops. 

Labrum 1952 (10), Atlas et al 1953 (1) and 

Curnirigtiarn arid. Atlas 1954 (5) suggested other factorE which 

might have a significant effect on the echo intensities in 

the melting layer. Two of the$e factors are the shape of 

ielting snowflakes and. their growth by condensation. 

'exler in 1955 reported an attempt to evaluate the 

shape and conaeneation growth factors. Results of this 

investigation appear in Table I. 
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'iABLE I 

nicho Intensity Change in Decibele Dte to 
Various Phyica1 ±roce:see 

Layer Dielectric Fall Shape Growth Total 
(Jorietant Velocity 

Snow to bright- 
band level 6 -1 11. 0 

Bright-band 
level to rain 1 -6 l i 



L4. 

UHA?TIR TO 

JU IFMENT 

The present investifation emloyed a tye 

N/Akb-L radar, vhich was originally designed to be 

used on aircraft for search and. navigation. The 

AN/APS-L is a ulseci radar having a peak outut of 35 

kilowatts Qerating at 3.2 centimeter avelength with 

the following pu1se-reetition-frequencies and puise- 
lengths. 

J.1se-reetit1on-freouencv Pulse length 

1000 ± 30 0.6 ,usec. 
600 1 50 o.6 sec. 
350 ± 30 : 7.1 sec. 

A arabolic reflector 'ith a diameter of lL inches 

focuses the radio frequency energy from the diole into a 

narrow circular beam 6 degrees bet.'een the half-power 

points. The antenna sweeps through an arc of 150° and 

the piane of sweep can be tilted-b0 and+30° from 

normal piane of sweep. A three inch cathode-ray tube 
provides type }3 presentation In this radar system. In 

type t*BH 'resentation the azimuth angle is on the abcissa 

anc' the range is on the ordinate. Ranges of +, 20, 50, 

and 100 nautical miles cari be selected for presentation 

on the B_scope$t. 

The cooling fans and relays in the radar reuuire 
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26 voltE d.c. at 3 to ameree. A motor erierator 

'plieE thiE current and the inut to a converter which 

rovidee 115 voltE at 800 cycles for the radar high 

voltage power Ep1y. A 11Variac" controls the output 

voltage of the converter. 

Flate I shows the radar installation on the roof 

of the Oregon btate College physics bui1din. The re- 

ceiver, transmitter, modulator, ana all of the power 

supplies are located ln this unit. In the icture, the 

top half of the fiberglaEs radome has been removed to 

Ehow the antenna and part of the transmitter. The en- 

tire .Eernbly is mounted on a Navy )e1orus stand ver- 

mitting it to be rotated through 3600 in the horizontal 

lane. It can also be tiped up to friermit horizontal 

E canriin. 

All controls for the AN/APB_Li are located at the 

operating position in room Li12 in the Fhysics hilding. 

The two control boxee are mounted on the side of the 

hotographlc attachment as shown in Plate II. 

.hotographs are taken of the data dis jlayed on the 

B-scope with a Leica Model II-B camera with an 

Leitz Ariastigmat lens. The c .thode-ray tube is mounted 

in one end of the 11ht-tight box lth the canera 

mounted ten inches aay at the other end of the box, The 

focal length of the Leica was shortened by adding an 



extension on the lens 

face of the B-scope. 

monted besiae the f' 

nated by a flashlight 

the front of the box. 

Plate II. 

t b e 

Att 

e of 

bui b 

The 

to permit focusing on the 

nepiece and data card. are 

the B-sco;'e and are illurni- 

controlled by the switch ori 

entire assembly is shown in 



PLATE I 
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CHAPTER THREE 

TRE ORY 

The sensitivity of a radar tt in detecting 

meteorological ihenomena can be determined quite easily 

by considering its characteristics. Hitschfeld. and 

Marshall 195)4 (8) give ari erajirtcal equation which re- 

diets the minimum reciitation rate detectable by a 

given radar set in terms of the radar 9arametern as 

follows: 
2.5 ¡.2S 

R=o.oS8)[ _ A [r] 

L S7cr?J 

]o. 25 
r____ [p0 h r__1 

[4xo wi L40w.3°° L18 

where R is the minimum detectable recipitation rate in 

mm/hr A is the radar wavelength in centimeters, r is the 

range in miles, P0 the peak outut power in KilowattE, 

h is the »ulse length in space (meters), and d is the 

diameter of the parabolic antenna reflector. The term 
rra 

is the minimum detectable -oer in watts and is considered 

by most research-rs in the field to vary from 2 X iO3 
watt to L X 1O 'iatt (8, . 1166). 

Taking the values given in the AN/AP5-4 handbook 

(6) and using A.f x 10 
13 

watt as a conservative value for 



the following seriitivlty figure i obtained 

i5 R= oo#8 r 
2. 

lo 

Thie represente an increace in cenEitivity by a 

factor of more than three over the lo centimeter ave- 

length AFS-2 used by Elke 1956 (l) In the study of »re- 
ciitation cells and mountain 'aves. 

In the region being considered in the preeent In- 
vestigation the radar set should detect recl.itation 
rates of O.11L- mm/hr. 

At the time of this investigation a rigorous, 
quantitative theory of the ue1tlng layer bright band is 
lacking. ïthe most complete seaüquantitative exilanation 
for the bright band phenomena to date i given by Austin 
and Bernie 1950 (2) with iodificatione by Wexier 1953 (17) 

and others. 
Two irnortant assurntions are made in the develo- 

:ient of the theory (2, lL5). They 

1.) "In all cases the reciitation 
all levels from a level just above the 

just be1o." 
2.) All the )articles are sherica1 

The radar reflectivity .er unit 

are: 

rate is the same at 

bri?tht band to one 

and of equal mass. 

volume can be 
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exressed as a iroportiona1ity, 

where m is the mass of the siherical T'ater dro:let, J is 

the recìiitation rate, y is the fall velocity of the 

particle, is the density of the scatterer arid zi2 I1- Y. -i 
- y+2 

where n is the complex index of refraction of the scat- 

terer. 
In the rnicro-ave reion 

O.4 Foi- wate 4 

foi- ice 

5. 

For a niixture of ice and water particles, 

KYez o.s#+ais(1-) 
6. 

dhere 0< i tie fraction of ater re'ertt. 

Since : i assumed 

ables left in Equation 3. 

1)2/ 2 
The factor&I'\ "e 

melting as shown in Eqat 

to be constant, the three vari- 

arem,vand(K2/e2) 

) ffectd by the rate of 

i.on ?. 

h 4rkcT= 4kc1vt 7 
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where h is the heat trariferred in cal/Eec , K is the 

heat conductivity of air (5.7 X 1O cal/Eec/deg/cin), 

'7' 18 the 1ae rate of' ternerature in the atmoEphere in 

deg/rn t is the time of tall fror: the freezing level, T 

is the temperature of the environment, e is txie increase 

in the effective conductivity of the air cased by the 

Llotìon of the snowflake and the resultant evaporation. 

From ieasurements made by Autln and emie (2, p. 19) 

C for v=5Ocvn/sec 

C 3 , for y OOcvi/sec 

The temperature of the snowflake i 0°C., r i the radiuc 

of the snowflake or cluster of snowflakes and y i the 

velocity of fall in rn/Eec. 

The dashed curve in Plate III taken f roni Austin 

and Bemis (2, p. 146) showing tIie effect of melting, is 

computed from results of the revious discussion ori 

melting. By insection of' quation L and 5 It is seen 

that corn iete melting results in a 5-fold increase in 

reflectivity. 
The daFhed. carve in Plate III showing the effect 

of fall velocity has been drawn in qualitatively. The 

shape of this curve 1F based on the assumption that the 

change in velocity is slight during most of the melting 

process. However, a shar Increase occurs just as the 

raelting Is completed when the surface tension of the 
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vater causeB the thin sie1eton of ice to co11aEe. The 

dro tben asuiries a 1irioa1 Fh a. e Quite abrtt1y and- 

reaches its terminal veloctty ithin a fe seconds. TheEe 

assumptions are justified by ohcervations showing a har 

decreaFe in iritenity at the base of the bright band- and. 

aleo obervtion of snowflakes and snof1ake aggregates 

a they melt. 

Near the uer art of the bright band only a 

Email increase in fall velocity le assumed. Austin and 

Bernie (2, . 
1Li7) have shon that large snowflake do not 

fall much faster than email ones. Therefore, it is be- 

lieved that the effect of ca1escence an fall velocity le 

very small. 

The dashed curve in Plate III showing the effect 

of coalescence Is only a qualitative es .. tiiaate of this 

k;arameter. Sorne coalescence effects are assumed above 

and heloi the bright band. Hoever, the effect of coal- 

escence becomes very 1m ortant in the loTer art of the 

bright band, The relative radar reflectivity in this 

region has been found to be from five ta one hundred 

times as great as that above the bright band. A common 

value l twenty for this increase in intensity. 

The solid curve in Plate III sho's the combined 

effect of the three factors discussed. 

The effect of non-etherical eoatGerers is 



1L. 

mentioned, by Austin and. Bernie (2) as warranting further 

invstigation. Table I, page , ehow that this effect 

'as evaluated as ,roducing an increase of one and one 

half (1') decibels in the u.ier level of the bright band. 

and a decrease in intensity of one and one half (1 ) 

decibels in the lower 'art of the bright band. 
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CFiAi'TER IV 

UBERVATIUNAL IROCEDUR 

The data diiayed. on the B-scope were uhooraphed 
on Kodak t$PanatoInicXu fIlm which has an ASit tungtn 
rating or 25. Th1 filin :a chosen because it can he en- 

larged to X 10 inches without objectionable :rain. The 

fl.lrn wa develo ed in a high-contrast deve1oer fo11oving 

tnstr&Actione outlined in available literature on cathode- 

ray tube photograhy. (16, . L7o_LI.7Li) 

A template constructed consisting of a family 

of curves s1ioTring constant altitude and azimuth. TillE 

teui1late as photographed and tlìe rethced. negative 

fastened to the face of the J3-cope. The controls on the 

radar indicator unit were adjusted for all obervationF 
to give a full vertical scale deflection of two miles. 

An expore of two complete antenna sweeps (about 

two seconds) at a 1en opening of 1/3.5 wa used. 

The radar unit on the roof of the Physics building 

.?aE oriented to scan inì a soutfr?estnortheast vertical 

cross-section, which is parallel to the direction of 

travel of most of the storms movinp in1nd from the 

Pacific Ocean. 

The develoed data film was analyzed by project- 

Ing it to 8 X 10 inches or larger with a Kodak 35nm. 
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enlarger. The height of the bright band. found. by 

inter olating beteen the template range marks. In all 

caees the d1stnnce 1,;as measured alng the zero degree 

azimuth marker frani the bottom of the ca1Le to the most 

intense part of the bright-band, 

Periode of obcervation varied froGi five minuteE to 

two hours deending ori the persiEtence of the bright band. 

During each observation .4.ctures ere taken aproxirnately 

every three minutes except ;hen conditions changed. 

rapidly or remained static. 

À large precipitation cell is shown in Plate IV, 

Some detail is lost in rInting the picture, bt the 

general size ¿nd ehaie of the cell are easily discern- 

ible. 

Plate V shows a typical single bright band obser- 

vation. In this case the bright band is ne:.r1y horizontal 

and. is about 6000 feet in height. 

ltile bright layers are shown in Plate VI. 

Three bright layers are visible at altitudes of approxi- 

mately )45Q0, 7500, and 9000 feet. 



PLATE IV 



PLATE V 



;: C 

PLATE VI 
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CHAPTER V 

SINGLE. BRIGHT-bAd) UI3E.RVATIONS 

During the winter of 1957-1958 a total of 72 bright- 
band observations were made usinc the equipment and. tech- 

niçL1e outlined. in Chapter Iv. A single reflecting layer 
(bright-band) 7a obcerved in L6 of the ounding. rihe 

height of this layer meared and compared. -ith the 

height of the freezing level. HawinEonde obervation 
(RAOBS) taken at the U.s. eather Bureau office in salem, 

Oregon approximately 30 airline ni1e away were used to 

1oate the freezing level. 
In their investigations of bright-band phenomena 

at V1.I.T., Austin and Berais (2, . 149) and Wexier (17, 

). 10) obtained part of their freezing level data from 

inter olation between RAOBS talten at Portland, Maine and. 

Nantucket, k{hode Island. Other investigators (4) have 

acce;tr-d HAUBS ta!çen at stations 150 miles fron their ob- 

servations and 13 hours different in time to be character- 
istic of the air masE being investigated. 

It is obvious th.t if a front is located in the 

proximity of Corvallis or Salem, the soundings taken at 
5aleL will not be characteristic ol' tIie air mass at 
Corvallis. In order to determine the validity of the 

Salem RÁOBS for the Corvallis area, the syno)tic 



Eituation duri.ng each observation wa carefully considered. 

Daily weather maps published by the U.S. Weather Bureau at 

Wasington, D.C. alung ith detailed synoptic maps plotted 
from data obtained from Salem ?ere used. CaFes where 

fronts were located in the proximity of Salem or Corvallis, 
and where the time bet'een HAOB and Radar soundings was 

excessive were eliminated. Table II shos the results of 

16 observations. 

The average distance between the freezing level 

arid. bright-band was found to be approxim:tely 1200 feet0 

Mstin and Bemis (2, p. iL9) and ex1er (17, 10) report 

an average of 1500 feet in their invetigitions. iex1er 

(17, p, 9-10) eliminates data containing extreme irregu- 

larities, which he attributes to sloping showers detected 

on the RU scope at ranges of ir to il miles0 

It was quite difficult to evaluate the effect of 

sloping shorrs in the investigation utiiizin. the 

AN/AlbLt.. De to the short range used (2 miles) and the 

B-scope resentatlon, no uantitat1ve reasure of the slope 

was ossible. 

Two possible sources of error in tìe A/APS-)4 

observations are the linearity of the sweep circuit and 

the range calibration. No accurate measurements have 

been made of these factors as yet, due to the lack of an 

accurate electronic timing instrument. 



TABLE II 
Summary of Freezing Level 

r3right-bancl Data 

Date Leth of Height of Height of i)ifference 
observation bright-band freezing between freez- 

(feet) level (feet) Ing level and 
bright-band 

jfeet) 
Li Nov. 1957 5 mm. Li-800 5900 1100 
19 Dec. 1957 23 min. L3o0 5250 950 
9 Jan. 1958 7 min. 6800 7950 1150 
9 Jan. 1958 1 hr., 6 6300 7950 1650 

11 Jan. 1958 53 mIn. L1800 5500 700 
11 Jail. 1958 0 min. 14300 5500 1200 
16 Jan. 1958 9 min. 7800 880o 1000 
20 Jan. 1958 1 hr., 5 min. 2800 3700 900 
20 Jan. 1958 15 min. 2800 3700 900 
23 Jan. 1958 23 min. 7300 8950 1650 

7 Feb. 1958 52 min. L-0o 6ioo 2100 
25 Feb. 1958 2 min. 1800 3600 1800 
7 Mar. 1955 L min. 1800 3100 1300 
7 Mar. 1958 41 Lnin. 1300 2100 800 
8 Mar. 1958 30 min. 1100 2100 1000 
25 Mar. 1958 57 min. 2800 4300 1500 

r') 
J) 
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Another posEible explanation of the 300 foot dii'- 

ference betreen tìie v1ues obtained in this inve$tìation 

arid those r-orted by other inve'tigator is in the method 

of mea$urenent. Austin and BecitE and ;ex1er LEed a high- 

po:er, narrow bearnwidtii radar (UPS-9) in conjunction with 

a u1ee integrator (17, .. 9) to give qLalìtitative data 

on the reflectivity of the bright-hand region. They 

measured the distance to the region of maximum radar re- 

flectivity. It a not possible to locate the region of 

maximum reflectivity accArately uein the AN/Ar_L be- 

cause of saturation of the cathode-ray tube screen. 

Although it as not ossible to accurately deter- 

mine the amount of 1ope of the bright bands, in O of 

the L'6 observations lt appeared that the briRht bands 

s1oed upward to"ard the northeast. In the other 16 

observations no e1oe was detectable. The bri»ììt band. 

was observed to remain at constant hei..ht in all but 5 of 

the obervation. In these 5 cases it ap eared to follow 

the movement of the freezing level. 
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OHApr1R v 

MtJLTIPL 3R1UHT-LAYEk{ ubLRVATIONS 

In addition to the 46 cae in which single bri&ht 

bands vere ob$erved, there .ere 11 instances of the 

sirnitaneou existence of multiple bright-layers. Th 13 

obervation for ;hich eomlete synoptic data were avail- 

able a ear listed in Table III along i.jith identification 

of te synoptic itat1on for each ob$ervation. In 5 

caees the layers .:ere EO diffuEe and poorly defined that 

it ¶'as not possible to resolve their movement. Six of 

the raãar soumlings shoi'ed rnultiie layerE rhich reuained 

at constant height duriri the period of ob'ervation. The 

two remaining soundings revealed layerE ithich descended 

witu v1oclties from 2 ft/sec to 10 ft/sec. 

upper r-f1ecting layers were first re.)orted in 1951 

by J. S. Marshall at McGill University, Íontrea1, Canada. 

i3oien (13) in the same year publiehed pictures showing - 

»er layers nearly horizontal in sha9e and. deecendin at a 

velocity approximately 2 ft/sec greater than that of fall- 

Ing srioi.xflakes. Other investigators (11, . 9) inter- 

reted these layers as the nearly horizontal precipitation 

streaks that fori art of the mare's-tail pattern of cirrus 

clouds. They introduced the reci»itation trail theory 

and suportc.J. it »lth observational evidence ehowinci that 



the long trailc normally cLrve horizontalLy as e1l as 

vertically as they deFcnd. 

In order to iroduce a long trail, the noi muet 

be formed in a relatively compact generting element which 

continues to fnctjri for an hoLr or more. The generating 

eleluerItE are therefore discrete in ace bLt continuous in 

tile. 

In a theory cf JreciL;itation traue and trajeo- 

torlee outlined by ìiarshai1 (12, . 25-29), x is the die- 

tance in Boule horizontal direction, and z le the vertical 
deth. MarEhall lete dx w (z) Ior a reci»itation 

dt 

artiole, where w le the component or the wind in the x 

direction. He makee the rate of descent o1 the particle 

a fnct1on of depth dz v(z) . The trajectory of the 
cit 

)article 'ill? then be given by dx (Z)/v(Z). 
dZ 

The ekuation of the trajectory 'll1 be: 

:fL/v] 1. 

Assume that a eral1 prcipìtation-forming element 

(or point) movee 'Ith the wind at depth Z=O. Then the 

pattern formed by ite trail of irec1pltation (asurning a 

cingle velocity of fall) is the trajectory of the iarticles 

formed in the eleient, 1f the trajectory is referred to 
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TABLE III 
Summary of 8right-layer 0bervation 

Date of Nuiiber of Time Synoptic Remarks 
0bervation Bright- Interval Situation 

L y e r s 

ii Nov. 1957 2 20 min. .arta front Contarit Height 
overrunning 

11 Nov. 1957 52 min. :arm front Constant Height 
overrunning 

19 Dec. 1957 2 Li6 min. 7arin front upper layer de- 
overrunning scended at 

ft/eec 
20 Dec. 1957 2 142 min. 1'iarm front Conetnt Height 

overrurin ing 

10 Jan. 1958 2 6 min. Cold trough Very oor1y de- 
aloft fined right_ 

i ay e r s 

11 Jan. 1958 3 2Li min. !arm front Constant Height 
overrunil ing 

12 Jan. 1958 3 16 min. Cold front Very oor1y de- 
passage fined bright- 

layers 
13 Jan. 1958 2 12 min. tarII1 front Very poorly de- 

overrunning fined bright- 
1ayrs 

2i4 Jan. l95a 2 32 min. Orographic Constant Height 
lifting 

28 Jan. 1958 3 1 hr,10 t'un. arL1 front Very poorly de- 
overrunning fined bright- 

1Eyers 

11 Feb. 1958 2 ¿49 min. Warm front Constant Height 
overrunning 

17 'eb. 1958 2 3 min. .artt front Very poorly de- 
overrunning fined bright- 

layers 
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TU3Lh III 
(Continued) 

t.t of Numbei of Time Synoptic Remarks 
uh rvti.on Bright- Interval Situation 

Ly ers 

22 Feb. 1958 2 1 hour, Warm front uer layer de- 
9 min. overrunning scended at 

5 ft/Eec 
ipper layer de- 
seended at 
10 ft/sec 

axes moving ith the generating element. 1th r1'erence to 

the ground, horever, the pattern and trajectory are cuite 

different. If w aZancj V = b, Equation (i.) becomes 

( x - x0) = (a/2b)z2 and the pattern is a parabola. 

Relative to the ground, the pattern moves horizontally 

with velocity the wind .t the level of formation. The 

sioe of the attern is dz = V , which is the ratio of 
dx w 

the vertical speed of the £)reoiPitation to w, the differ- 

ence between tne wind at the level of formation and the 

wind at the depth at which the pattern is being observed. 

Because the entire pattern moves relative to the ground 

with velocity W, the rate of descent of the pattern over 

a fixed point on the ground is 4(dz) V /w. There is, 
dx 

therefore a pro;ortlonality between lo e and rate of 

descent of the pattern so that extrenely raid descent 
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1'o1( flot be exect .. u. to coincide with very close 

a);roches to zero iope. 

Marshall gave observational evidence from a storm 

ori 2 Nov. 1951 (ii, . 9-12) suportiru this theory. Fie 

crnciuded that if a radar on the ground ere limited to 

a range on the orcier of 3 mi1e, It would detect a suc- 

ceslon of almost horizontal layers descending at rates 
from 5 to B ft/sec. This rate of descent ou1d vary, of 

course, with the amount of vertical wind, shear ( 
I. w 

Values of rate of descent of per layers Í'rora the 

AN/AP5_Lt. observations rance from 2 

seems to be in reasonable agreement 

jorted by arsIìall. Pike 1958 (1)4) 

investigation at 1arys Peak, Oregon 

descent ranging from 7 ft/sec to lL 

Upper air soundings (RAINS) 

to 10 ft/sec , which 

with the values re- 

in his AN/APS_L radar 

reorts rates of 

ft/sec. 

taken at Salem du ring 

the AN/AP_14 observations reveal very pronounced vertical 

wind, shear, with the wind. direction not changing, In the 

region of descending bright-layers. The layers which re- 

nialnect at constant height, however, ;,ere characterized 
by 10 values of vertical wind shear and large changes in 

wind airection. 

Table IV shows the heights of the uJ)er layers and 
the values of relative humidity at these levels. It is 
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iossible that the layers at constant height are very dense 

clouds since the relative humidity at each of these levels 

was found to be bove 85. The 3.2 cm wavelength radar 

used could ossibiy detect dense clouds at the short range 

being utilized for this investigation, 

A srnrnary of the variation in wind velocity and di- 

rection in the region of the constant height bright-layers 

is shown in Table V. The average vertical wind shear in 

this region 'as 1.9 knots/bOO ft while the wind changed 

in direction an average of )4.5°/1O00 ft. In the region 

of the descending layers the wind direction did not change 

and the average vertical wind shear was .O knots/l(OO ft. 

Illustrative Cases 

CASE I. De.cending Layer 19 Dec. 1958 

The uer layer at )4000 ft descended at approximately 

2 ft/sec daring the observation. The relative humidity at 

this level frcn the Sa1ei Ox3 (Plate VII) as 92 
.; ,, 'hi1e 

the wind velocity in the region troLa LWOO ft to 7000 ft 

varied with heLght as shown in Plate VIII. The wind di- 

rection was constant in this region at azimuth 2500. 

CAsL II. Descending Layer 22 Feb. 1958 

The upper layer at 9500 ft was observed. to descend 

at about 5 ft/sec during the first part of the observation. 

Another layer apeared later and descended at 10 ft/sec. In 
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Height of Uper Layers 

Date and Height of Up)er Relative otion of U)»er 
Tinie (i'T) Reflecting Layer Humidity L.yer or LayerE 

or Lay ere in 
F e e t 

22 Feb. 1958 
12Li6 - 1305 9200 50% Descending; 

V- 5 ft/Eec 

115 - l)425 9200 80% DeEcending; 
10 ft/sec 

11 Nov. 1957 
1332 - 1352 6800 91% Constant Height 

11 Nov. 1957 6300 90% Constant Height 
1652 - 172414 8300 95% Constant tieight 

19 1957 ¿f300 9L% i)escending; 
V = 2 ft/sec 

20 Dec. 195? 7300 88% Constant Height 
08L.l - 1923 

11 Jan. 1958 7300 95% Constant Height 
164o - 170Lt 9300 92% Constant Height 

2Ls jan. 1958 10,300 86% Constant Height 
0857 - 0929 

ilL Feb. 1958 7800 er air Constant Height 
1038 - 1126 data not 

available 



TABLE 

Summary of RA\IN Data 
in Region of Constant-height Bright-layers 

Date ot Height Interval Vertical Horizontal 
Observation in Feet Shear Shear 

(Knots/thousand) (degreee/ 
feet thousand ft) 

11 Nov. 1957 L0OO - 7000 3.2 5.0 
1J 00 .i 

11 Nov. 1957 3000 - 9000 1.6 7.1 
i 600 

20 Dec. 1957 6000 - 8000 1.5 5.0 

11 Jan. 1958 7000 - 10,00() 1.7 3.3 

2LI Jan. 1958 000 - 10,000 0.7 3.3 

11 Feb. 1958 5000 - 8000 3.0 3.3 

the region tht this henornena as observed, RAOBS from 

Salem showed. that the relative humidity was lese than 80%. 

Plate IX shows these soundings 1ottd ori a seudo-adia- 

batic chart for analysis . The windE in the region from 

3000 to 12,000 feet sere from azimuth 210° and their 

velocity varied with height as shown in Plate X. 

CASÌ Iii. Layer at Constant Height 11 Nov. 1957 (1300F) 

The uper layer at 6800 ft appeared to stay at 

constant height during the observation. The reLtive 

humidity in this region was calculated from the 1500? 

Salem RAOBS to be 9l as shown in Plate XI. The c;ind 

structure is shown in the hodograph in Plate XII. }3etveen 
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7000 rt and Li0OO ft the wind velocity only varied from 38 

to L8 knots, whereas the direction changed from 200° to 

215°. 

Utj IV. Layers at Constant Height 11 Nov. 1957 -(1600P) 

The upper 1ayer at 63Go ft and 8300 ft a Seared to 

remain at constant height daring the period of observation 

(50 min.). The 1500P Salem hAÜB5 (Plate XI) showed the 

relative humidity at 6300 ft to be 90 and. to be 95% at 

8300 ft £1ate XII shos tuat the rind velocity in the 

region from 3000 ft to 9000 ft ranged. in velocity from 

38 knotE to L8 knote uhile changing in direction from l00 

to 230°. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The AN/APS-/4 radar aear to be a Eultable re- 

search tool in atrnosheric PhyEics, being )art1ci1ar1y 
Et.ited to investigatlone of multiple refiectlnp layer 

phenomena. Ite use woulI be greatly enhanced if lt co1d 

be utilized in conjunction with a u1se integrator a de- 

scribed by F[erhrnan (1958) (7). This would enable the in- 

vestigator to obtain quantitative data on the variations 

of intensity in the region of t:ie reflecting layers. 
The interretatlon of the geometrical structure of 

reflecting layers would be greatly sim1lfied in future in- 

vestigations if the radar )resentation could he converted 

from a B-scoie to an RHI presentation. Horizontal layers 
would then be dis)layed as straight lines instead of 

curves. 

Accurate calibration of the range markers could 

easily be achieved if a hrecision microwave signal genera- 

tor ,7ere vallable. 

:ith these modifications the a):Jroximate height of 

the freezing level could be determined rapidly by rela- 

tively inexerlenced £ersonne1 using the AN/ÀPB-4. 

Results of multiple bright-layer investigations 

using the AN/APS-4 indicate that in this geographical 
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location, this phenomena iF moFt often observed during the 

warni front overrunning Fynoptic Fituation. Although the 

data are rather r2eager, it aperF tht some inforwat ion 

may be obtained on the wind shear in the upper atxioE;here 

by observing the motion of the up2er layers. 

In general, the cons t.nt height bright-layer indi- 

cates very small or non-existent vertical wind shear, 

'hereas the descending layers denote regions of large 

vertical wind shear. In the former case, the ì7ind direc- 

tion changeE with altitude and in the latter case it ap- 

pears to remain constant throughout the region. There 

are also indications th.t the regions of constant-height 

bright-layers have a slightly higher relative humidity 

than regions of descending bright_layerc. (Table IV) 

An exhaustive statistical study of multiple bright- 

layer regions could yield a basis for good estimate of 

the approximate ind shear in this region from radar 

data alone. 



CHAPTER VIII 

RCuMMENDATIONS FOR FLRTHER REhEAROR 

RecornrenciationE for further 1nvetigation of 

bright-layer phenomena ut111zin the equipment and tech- 

niqueE out1i.nd In this patier re preEented Fi-rei1th. 

1.,) A tat1stica1 study of the motion of upper 

bright-layers correlated tritb giriultaneous RAWIN data from 

Salem, Oregon or, referab1y, a nearer oint of release. 

2.) A study to determine the feasibility of identi- 

fyir the clouds in the region of the upper bright-layers. 

3..) utiliztion of raindrop-camera or other 1.re- 

cipitation article data to investigate the relation be- 

tween nwnher, intensity, height, and moveiient of bright- 

layers nd the drop-size distribution of precij.itation t 

the surface. 

14) A statistical study to determine the feaci- 

bility of forecacting changes in preci4tatiori (onset, 

ending, intensity, etc.) by observing changes in charac- 

ter of the bright-layers. 

5..) utilization of the access road to the sum:it of 

ry' Feak as a »robe into the region of the melting level 

bright band along 'ith siiultaneous radar observations of 

this region. Information thus gained could be a valuable 

addition to tue semi-quantitative curves of Austin and 
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Bernis (2, . 146) showing t'e effects of coale$cence and 

melting on the interlEity of the bright-bRnd, 
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